The Basic Search - Wildcards
This document illustrates the use of wildcards when employing the Basic Search in text fields. Wildcards only work
in Text fields. Our examples primarily use the Works area of OPAS, but the procedure works the same throughout
the program.

Wildcard
character

The wildcard character in OPAS is the asterisk: * (Shift key + the number 8 on your
keyboard).
Wildcards broaden the search in any text field by telling OPAS to “Find something like this,”
instead of “Find something exactly like this” which is the default operation.
The wildcard character can be placed anywhere in a text field, and in fact the location of the
wildcard character greatly affects its operation.

Trailing
wildcard

Trailing wildcards come at the end of a text field. The search shown here tells OPAS to find
any work where the title starts with the word
“Symphony” and is then followed by any text at
all.
This search would return compositions like:
• Symphony No. 1 in C
• Symphony In B-Flat
• Symphony For Strings and Timpani
Note that the trailing wildcard is always implied and is the OPAS default operation. You
need not type “Symphony*” as OPAS interprets “Symphony” and “Symphony*” as the
same entry:

The trailing wildcard is needed when you wish this functionality and a leading or middle
wildcard is employed.

Leading
wildcard

Leading wildcards come at the beginning of a text string, and imply that anything can come
before the text you have specified.
This wildcard search tells OPAS to find any work
that starts with text at all buts ends with the word
“March”. It would return:
•
Liberty Bell March
•
Rákóczy March,
•
and so on….
However, the wildcard search “*March” would not find “March, The Stars and Stripes
Forever” as that title begins with the word “March” and your wildcard specifically told OPAS
that something had to be in front of the word “March”.
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Middle
wildcards

Middle wildcards are seldom used on their own, but rather in conjunction with a trailing or
leading wildcard. Their functionality, however, is exactly the same.
The search shown here will find all compositions
that start with the word “Symphony” and end
with the words “G Major”. The search will
produce (among others) Dvorak’s Symphony
No. 8, Op. 88 in G Major and Haydn’s
Symphony No. 18 in G Major.

Trailing and
Leading
wildcards
together

There is often a need to specify both Leading and Trailing Wildcards and this is the most
broad and general of all OPAS basic searches.
Remember as stated on the previous page that the trailing wildcard is implied when
you don’t use any wildcard at all, but it is not implied when you use any other
wildcard. So if both wildcards, you need to type both wildcards.
OPAS interprets the search shown here as “Any
composition that has the word ‘March’ in the Title”. (In
a more technical manner: “Any composition in which
any character at all is followed by ‘march’ and then
followed by any other character at all).

Among other results, that search
would return the following list of
compositions – note how the word
‘march’ appears in various places in
each title.

In the Dates area, this type of wildcard search is particularly effective when used in the
Project drop-down. This search would find all concerts for Christmas programs – Projects
with names like “Christmas Pops” and “Magic of Christmas”

Wildcards on
their own

Wildcards can also be used to find the existence of any data within a text field. This is used
when to find database records that contain any information at all (numbers or letters) within
a given field.
This wildcard is a question mark ( ? ). It tells OPAS to find “any record in which the field in
question contains any kind of data at all”.
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In the Works area for example, use the wildcard on the Performance History screen to
find all Works that have had any kind of performance. This also works to great effect in the
Address Book area
Performance
History screen to
find all musicians
who have a
performance history
with the organization.

In the Dates area, this use of the wildcard would find all
concerts that have a program title, regardless of what
that title is.
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